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Abstract: The paper examines three decades of the history of patents and pandemics that begins with the
HIV/AIDS pandemic and TRIPS. This history demonstrates that the patent system is itself a huge ...
Public Lies and Public Goods: Ten Lessons From When Patents and Pandemics Meet
Assets of actors Dino Morea, Sanjay Khan, DJ Aqeel and late Congress leader Ahmed Patel's son-in-law
attached in a money laundering case. In a new development, the assets of late Congress leader ...
Assets of late Cong leader Ahmed Patel's son-in-law, actor Dino Morea attached in money laundering case
Bill Cosby, center, listens to members of his team speaks with members of the media outside Cosby's
home in Elkins Park, Pa., Wednesday, June 30, 2021, after Pennsylvania's highest court ...
Why Bill Cosby's conviction was overturned. Explained
Abstract: In line with the E-Commerce Directive and the Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single
Market, the proposed Digital Services Act provides explicitly ...
An Endless Odyssey? Content Moderation Without General Content Monitoring Obligations
This submission is on behalf of the Global Expert Network on Copyright User Rights. The Network is an
association of over 100 copyright academics from over 30 ...
Submission to South African Parliament’s Portfolio Committee on Trade and Industry – RE: Copyright
Amendment Bill [B13B – 2017]
While the TRIPS Agreement provides for minimum standards of protection of intellectual property, it
leaves a certain degree of policy space for WTO members, whether developed or developing countries, ...
Interpreting the Flexibilities Under the TRIPS Agreement
The worldwide academic community has found new ways to strengthen their connections and open
conversations with social initiatives through digital channels. The Global Congress of Intellectual ...
Save the Date – Global Congress #IPWeek2021 – October 25-29
Abstract: In the platform age, copyright protected contents are primarily disseminated over the
internet. This model poses various challenges to the copyright regime that was mainly designed in and
...
End-User Flexibilities in Digital Copyright Law – An Empirical Analysis of End-user License Agreements
Sri Lanka's World Cup-winning former captain Arjuna Ranatunga has slammed the country's cricket board
for agreeing to host a "second-string Indian team" in a white-ball series later this month ...
Arjuna Ranatunga slams Sri Lanka Cricket for hosting 'second-string Indian team'; SLC responds
The series, which bows June 25, follows the grief-stricken lives of Indian Vishal (Mir) and Pakistani
Sara (Aly ... Savera Nadeem, Samina Ahmed, Manzar Sehbai, Raza Talish, Aly Khan and Adnan ...
ZEE5 India-Pakistan Unity Series ‘Dhoop Ki Deewar’ Drops Trailer (EXCLUSIVE)
In the crowd, Brooklyn resident Sara Cavolo relished the celebration, which comes as New York emerges
from the pandemic following an aggressive vaccination drive that saw all restrictions lifted ...
New York honors pandemic heroes with parade
Tigrayan forces retook the regional capital, Mekele, as Abiy Ahmed declared a unilateral cease ...
Trump’s Loss Means for Authoritarian ... Sara Khorshid is writing her Ph.D. at Canada’s ...
Sara Khorshid
Special Mention: “The Girls Who Burn the Night” (Saudi Arabia), Directed by Sara Mesfer ... a dystopian
near future and sees actor Riz Ahmed unpack his feelings towards his country.
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